
Communicating Health & Wellness 



GAF started a wellness campaign for employees in late 2009 as part of 
the company’s safety program, as well as in anticipation of changes to its 
benefits in 2012, when employees began receiving discounts on their 
medical premiums as a reward for good health.  

 

The following shows various elements created by VZ Communications to 
support the effort. We wrote and designed each, and we supported our 
client in the development of the overall strategy, including branding the 
program Living Life Well. Most printed material was distributed in both 
English and Spanish. 

 

The program earned an Award of Excellence from The Communicator 
Awards. 



VZ Communications has developed numerous marketing materials for our client in support of campaigns to lose weight, stop 
smoking, improve fitness and eat healthier. For each campaign, we develop the overall branding and collateral posters, emails, 
and more to encourage employee participation. 
 
 

Wellness Campaigns 



Wellness Campaigns 



At the end of each year, we develop a “buzz” campaign to foreshadow wellness activities ahead in the coming year.  The 
campaigns include a poster and tent cards and either a button or window cling 

Buzz Campaigns 



Benefits Enrollment Guide 
The company’s 2010 benefits enrollment guide featured stories about wellness, in addition to typical information about 
benefits choices. 
 
 



The Living Life Well newsletter featured stories about upcoming wellness events, and reported on the success of completed 
events. In addition, each featured stories on monthly topics introduced by the wellness calendar, such as nutrition or cancer 
awareness. 
 
 
 

Wellness Newsletter 

2010 Edition 



Wellness Newsletter 

2011 Edition 2012 Edition 



Each summer, GAF sponsors wellness rallies at all locations to generate wellness awareness and to encourage biometric 
screenings. In 2010, the rally was branded “What’s Your Number?” VZ Communications developed handouts, stickers and 
email reminders to employees in advance of the event.  

2010 Wellness Rally 

Poster 

Email 

Handouts Participation sticker 



Each summer, GAF sponsors wellness rallies at all locations to generate wellness awareness and to encourage biometric 
screenings. In 2011, the rally was branded “Color Me Healthy.” VZ Communications developed the branding and overall 
collateral materials which included a planning packet for organizers, an employee email, meeting template, poster, reminder 
magnets, raffle tickets and various handouts to participants.  

2011 Wellness Rally 

Poster 

Handouts and 
Raffle Ticket 



2011 Wellness Rally: Special Newsletter Edition (post-event) 



We published calendars for 2010, 2011 and 2012 of wellness events and activities. Large calendars were distributed to the 
plant locations, and small calendars were distributed to employees at the corporate/office locations.  
 
 

Wellness Calendars 



GAF encouraged employees to share their favorite healthy recipes and to 
share those with others. In late 2011, we designed and printed a 116-
page, spiral bound cookbook that the company distributed throughout its 
population. 

Wellness Cookbook 



Dissatisfied with off-the-shelf materials 
from its health care provider, GAF asked 
us to edit and redesign a series of 
preventive care mailers to employees.  

Preventive Care Mailers 



In 2012, our client added a summer wellness brochure its the overall program. VZ Communications wrote and designed the 
brochure. Other versions were created for the company’s union-represented employees and for a sister company. 

Wellness Brochure 



In 2010, Dover began a benefits consolidation project that merged more 
than 70 different health plans into seven. While millions were saved by 
reducing complexity and administrative costs, the real cost savings was 
designed into the plans by creating more awareness among employees 
to make better health care decisions and to become healthier.   

 

VZ Communications has supported Dover through the development of 
communications strategies and key message platforms, as well as 
through tactics including newsletters, toolkits and video. 



Well Aware 
Written in easy to understand language for all audiences, WellAware was created in response to focus group research. 
Employees said they were uncomfortable taking greater ownership of their health care because they didn’t understand all the 
terminology and how the system worked. WellAware help take out the mystery, created awareness about the benefits for 
improved health and led not only to acceptance of the massive changes in benefits plans but also to a record number of 
employees choosing a consumer-driven health plan. WellAware was recognized with The Communicator Award of Excellence. 
 
 



Health News 
With more than 30 independently managed Operating Companies with more than 70 health care plans, the Dover Health & 
Wellness team was faced with selling the idea of consolidation to leaders who were extremely resistant to relinquishing any 
control over decision making and management. Health News was developed as a tool full of facts and figures to reinforce the 
business case for change. After the second month of publication, leaders were so convinced that the strategy was right that 
they asked for versions of Health News that they could customize for their employee audiences. 
 
 



Tobacco Cessation 
In 2011, Dover announced that all work locations would soon become tobacco-free 
and that employees using tobacco products would pay a higher contribution for 
medical and supplemental life insurance. In addition to drafting the leadership letter 
to employees to announce the change, VZ Communications wrote and designed two  
manager toolkits. The first provided change management support to HR and other 
leaders; the second provided resources and event ideas for encouraging employees 
to kick the habit. 



Testimonial 
Campaign 2013 
In February 2013, Dover asked employees for stories 
about their journeys to improve their health and 
fitness. More than 160 employees  submitted 
testimonials, and five were chosen to be featured in 
videos that VZ Communications produced in 
partnership with VZ Productions.  
 
The videos have been distributed to all locations for 
showing during meetings and on monitors throughout 
the locations as a way to encourage more employees to 
take the steps necessary to make a real difference in 
their lives. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The videos can be viewed at 
http://youtu.be/cOhOxclzTTI 
 
 
 

http://youtu.be/cOhOxclzTTI


VZ Communications has supported AES over the past several years not 
only on benefits enrollment communication but also for its wellness 
events each year. Our support includes the development of brochures, 
posters, emails and more. 
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Benefits Enrollment Guides 
VZ Communications regularly writes and designs annual enrollment guides for various clients.  By coupling our award-
winning skills in effective employee communications and clean design with our extensive knowledge of benefits programs and 
HR processes, we are uniquely able to take your guides from concept to distribution without the need for you to manage 
multiple suppliers. 
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